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Abstract

Melanin is an epidermal pigment commonly known to give darker skin coloration under sun exposure. It is also present in the hair, eyes, inner ear and brain. The first function of epidermis melanin is believed to be photoprotective against harmful ultraviolet (UV) light, but the recent increase of skin cancer correlated to an increase of sun exposure questions the properties of melanin. Its presence in different body parts suggests that its function is not solely protective against UV-light.

Melanin in epidermis is divided into two categories eumelanin responsible of the dark coloration and pheomelanin, which does not have great influence on the skin shade, but gives the red coloration of hair. The amount of skin cancer has been observed to be greater in patients presenting a fair type of skin. The mechanism after melanin UV absorption is poorly understood. Two main problems arise in the study of melanin photochemistry. First the pigment is believed to be an oligomer assembly of different sizes, resulting in a broad heterogeneity of a studied sample, which makes the distinction of active species difficult. On the other hand, this is probably a key property of melanin, to ensure a photoprotective barrier against especially UV-light. The second main difficulty in the study of melanin is the solubility. The larger the pigment the less soluble in aqueous solution. An additional issue in the study of melanin is the reproducibility of the sample.

The work presented here focuses on eumelanin and its interaction with UV-light. With help of fluorescence steady state and time-resolved methods we have investigated eumelanin photochemistry. We present here a model of the energy dissipation mechanism of the pigment after UV absorption. Our method is based first on the study of synthetic samples, which allows us to have control over the heterogeneity and thus identify the function of each molecule involved in the whole melanin structure. Secondly, we have performed a bottom up approach, starting with the study of monomer constituents up to the polymer. Moreover, we have developed a method to solubilize the polymer, which does not interfere with the photodynamics of the molecules.

We demonstrate that the main dissipation channel of eumelanin after UV absorption in aqueous solution is controlled by Excited State Proton Transfer (ESPT). The surrounding solvent is essential to have a rapid and efficient UV dissipation on the order of hundreds of femtoseconds. We show that the melanin precursor DHICA, in its polymeric form, is much more efficient than the DHI precursor in the dissipation mechanism. Our approach brings new insight to the eumelanin photochemistry and shows that one of the eumelanin components has great photoprotection properties against UV-light, while the other one present longer excited state lifetimes that leave more time to the molecule to produce radicals and reactive species, possibly responsible of melanoma formation. We hope to have brought a better understanding to the property of the black polymer and opened a way to deepen the study of melanin and its interaction with UV-light.
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Abstract

Melanin is an epidermal pigment commonly known to give darker skin coloration under sun exposure. It is also present in the hair, eyes, inner ear and brain. The first function of epidermis melanin is believed to be photoprotective against harmful ultraviolet (UV) light, but the recent increase of skin cancer correlated to an increase of sun exposure questions the properties of melanin. Its presence in different body parts suggests that its function is not solely protective against UV-light.

Melanin in epidermis is divided in two categories eumelanin responsible of the dark coloration and pheomelanin, which does not have great influence on the skin shade, but gives the red coloration of hair. The amount of skin cancer has been observed to be greater in patients presenting a fair type of skin. The mechanism after melanin UV absorption is poorly understood. Two main problems arise in the study of melanin photochemistry. First the pigment is believed to be an oligomer assembly of different sizes, resulting in a broad heterogeneity of a studied sample, which makes the distinction of active species difficult. On the other hand, this is probably a key property of melanin, to ensure a photoprotective barrier against especially UV-light. The second main difficulty in the study of melanin is the solubility. The larger the pigment the less soluble in aqueous solution. An additional issue in the study of melanin is the reproducibility of the sample.

The work presented here focuses on eumelanin and its interaction with UV-light. With help of fluorescence steady state and time-resolved methods we have investigated eumelanin photochemistry. We present here a model of the energy dissipation mechanism of the pigment after UV absorption. Our method is based first on the study of synthetic samples, which allows us to have control over the heterogeneity and thus identify the function of each molecule involved in the whole melanin structure. Secondly, we have performed a bottom up approach, starting with the study of monomer constituents up to the polymer. Moreover, we have developed a method to solubilize the polymer, which does not interfere with the photodynamics of the molecules.
We demonstrate that the main dissipation channel of eumelanin after UV absorption in aqueous solution is controlled by Excited State Proton Transfer (ESPT). The surrounding solvent is essential to have a rapid and efficient UV dissipation on the order of hundreds of femtoseconds. We show that the melanin precursor DHICA, in its polymeric form, is much more efficient than the DHI precursor in the dissipation mechanism. Our approach brings new insight to the eumelanin photochemistry and shows that one of the eumelanin components has great photoprotection properties against UV-light, while the other one present longer excited state lifetimes that leave more time to the molecule to produce radicals and reactive species, possibly responsible of melanoma formation. We hope to have brought a better understanding to the property of the black polymer and opened a way to deepen the study of melanin and its interaction with UV-light.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2D</td>
<td>2 Dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5M6HI</td>
<td>6-hydroxy-5-methoxyindole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APD</td>
<td>Avalanche photodiode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>Charge coupled device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>Density functional theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHI</td>
<td>5,6-dihydroxyindole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHICA</td>
<td>5,6-dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Em</td>
<td>Emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Excited state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESIPT</td>
<td>Excited state intramolecular proton transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESPT</td>
<td>Excited state proton transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eV</td>
<td>Electron volt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FU</td>
<td>Fluorescence up-conversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>Full width half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gal</td>
<td>galactosyl-thio substitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>Ground state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSPT</td>
<td>Ground state proton transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB</td>
<td>Hydrogen bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMO</td>
<td>Highest occupied molecular orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPPO</td>
<td>2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)-5-phenyloxazole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPTS</td>
<td>8'-hydroxyppyrene 1, 3, 6 trisulfonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>Hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Internal conversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>indole-2-carboxylic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA-A</td>
<td>indole-2-carboxylic acid, anionic form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA-N</td>
<td>indole-2-carboxylic acid, neutral form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRF</td>
<td>Instrumental response function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISC</td>
<td>Inter system crossing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIE</td>
<td>Kinetic isotope effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMO</td>
<td>Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xvi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeOH</td>
<td>Methanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP</td>
<td>Micro-channel plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PES</td>
<td>Potential energy surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT</td>
<td>Photomultiplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN</td>
<td>1-propyl-2-naphthol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Proton transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVA</td>
<td>poly(vinyl alcohol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QY</td>
<td>Quantum yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Streak camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCSPC</td>
<td>Time correlated single photon counting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1- Introduction

Melanins, which are large heterogeneous biopolymers, are known to give the coloration of skin, hair and eyes of humans. Apart from their coloration, melanins are believed to have a photo-protective function against tissue damage that may be induced by ultraviolet (UV) and visible light. The pigments are divided into three categories, pheomelanin giving yellow to red coloration, eumelanin covering black to brown shades\(^1\),\(^2\) and neuromelanin with dark color present in the brain and inner ear. Skin only contains pheomelanin and eumelanin, and its color is mainly due to eumelanin; pheomelanin only has a small or no impact on skin coloration.\(^3\)

1.1- Melanin properties and production

Eumelanin and pheomelanin are synthesized by the epidermal melanocytes in melanosomes as shown in Figure 1–1. Melanocytes synthesize both melanin types, according to the available hormones and precursors present in the cell. Both melanins are derived from the oxidation of dopaquinone. Eumelanin is made of indolic units and is the result of tyrosine oxidation. Pheomelanin is the product of cysteinyldopa oxidation giving benzothioazine units.\(^3\),\(^4\) Figure 1–2 presents the biosynthetic pathways of melanin production, as well as the chemical structure of the main monomer constituents of pheomelanin and eumelanin. Eumelanin and pheomelanin structures are presented in Figure 1–3.

The activation of melanin production is not yet well understood but it is believed that the number of melanocytes increases as a response to UV radiation, which increases melanosome formation, melanin production and melanosome transfer through the epidermis.\(^5\)

The reaction rate of melanin polymerization has been measured and the kinetics of formation of intermediates seems to preferably lead to 5,6-dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic acid (DHICA) production, thus to eumelanin.\(^6\) Pheomelanin synthesis requires the presence of the amino acid cysteine. It is believed that pheomelanin
production occurs when the enzyme tyrosinase, producing eumelanin, is not accessible and its activity is slow making pheomelanin the default polymerization path.³

Figure 1-1: Melanocyte location and melanosome distribution containing melanin in the epidermis according to the skin coloration. Picture from http://philschatz.com/anatomy-book/resources/504_Melanocytes.jpg.
**Figure 1-2:** Biosynthetic pathways leading to eumelanin and pheomelanin production. Figure from Ito and Wakamatsu, 2008.6

**Figure 1-3:** Suggested final structure of melanin polymers. Figures from ref. 6.
The large heterogeneity of melanins is an admitted fact, though their real structure is not known. Both pheomelanin and eumelanin in different proportions form the melanin pigment present in tissue. Because of its peculiar absorption spectrum\(^7\) (Figure 1–4), a monotonically decreasing absorbance with increasing wavelength, melanin was believed for years to have mainly, if not solely, a photoprotective function against UV light since the absorption in this wavelength region is highest. However, the recent increase of skin cancers, partly attributed to melanin and its precursors, has motivated researchers to obtain a better understanding of melanin photophysics and photochemistry. The presence of melanin in the brain as neuromelanin, believed to be a mix of pheo- and eumelanin monomers, suggests other melanin functions.

Latter on eumelanin is found to have photo-protective and anti-oxidant properties.\(^8,12\) The anti-oxidant function comes from the ability of eumelanin to chelate metal ions. For instance, it has been observed that patients suffering from Parkinson’s diseases have a higher proportion of free iron in the substantia nigra compared to a healthy patient. It was demonstrated that melanin forms a stable complex with iron involving the hydroxyl groups of the melanin constituents.\(^13-16\) Iron is released by the unhealthy neuromelanin, which undergoes a redox reaction leading to cytotoxic damage of DNA and proteins.\(^14\) Moreover, metal ions have a great influence on the dimerization of melanin monomers. Thus, it has been experimentally observed that the presence of copper ions, Cu\(^{2+}\), stimulates dimerization at various binding sites. While 5,6-dihydroxyindole (DHI) preferably oxidizes to the 2,4’ and 2,7’ dimers, the presence of Cu\(^{2+}\) favors binding at the 2-positions to form the 2,2’ dimer. In the case of DHICA, the presence of Cu\(^{2+}\) increases the reactivity at position 3 to produce 3,4’ and 3,7’ dimers, whereas in the absence of Cu\(^{2+}\) only 4,4’ and 4,7’ dimers are formed (see Figure 1–5 for nomenclature).\(^17,18\)

Pheomelanin is known to be more phototoxic than eumelanin due to the higher proportion of melanoma among fair skin persons; in addition, as mentioned above, synthesis pathways of melanins seem to preferentially go toward eumelanin production.\(^3,8,19\)
The peculiar absorption spectrum of melanin has been explained as a consequence of chemical disorder\textsuperscript{20,21} and superposition of the absorption bands of different oligomer sizes, as well as presence of different oxidation states. The structure of melanin polymers has been discussed for many years, and it is now suggested that melanin is an aggregate of closely stacked small oligomers from 4 to 8 monomer.
units. From DHI/DHICA monomers and their oxidized forms a large variety of
dimers can be produced, for DHI 16 different dimers can be obtained.\textsuperscript{20} Density
Functional Theory (DFT) calculations have shown that the Highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) – Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) gaps
for different species, oxidized or reduced forms and tautomers, cover a large range
of energies.\textsuperscript{22,24} We can imagine that already with a limited number of species the
absorption spectrum will cover a broad energy range. The oxidized monomers are
known to be unstable but it has been demonstrated that oligomerization stabilizes
the oxidized species.\textsuperscript{25} A theoretical model for indolic homopolymers has shown
that with only small oligomers of 5 to 6 units the absorption spectrum of melanin
can be explained as a result of excited state delocalization. Moreover, recent
calculations show that close stacking of small oligomers of 5 to 6 units may
produce exciton delocalization, which can induce a large broadening of the
absorption bands of each species. All these results are in favor of a tight stacking
configuration of small oligomer units forming the melanin pigment and giving rise
to the typical absorption spectrum of melanin. In addition, mass spectrometry
analysis have not been able to detect large oligomers; several experiments have
shown that oligomers between 4 and 8 monomer units are the main constituent of
the melanin pigment.\textsuperscript{26,31} Recently, a model based on oligomers of up to 4
monomer units could describe mass spectrometry data from melanin of several
million years old fossil fish eyes, dating from the early Eocene period.\textsuperscript{32}

Though most analysis support the stacking model, these results should be treated
with care because it has been shown that sample preparation of melanin can affect
the chemical structure of the melanin.\textsuperscript{21} Light scattering has been believed to be a
reason to the peculiar absorption spectrum, but measurements with highly diluted
samples show that the observed absorption with gradually decreasing absorbance
at visible wavelength is still present. Light scattering for highly aggregated
samples is of course present and it is believed to be one of the melanin properties
to efficiently protect the skin against harmful UV-radiation. However, it is
commonly accepted that a small part of the measured absorption is due to
scattering, but no more than 5 %.
1.2- Photochemistry of melanin

Melanin has been studied for more than 40 years, but its photochemistry still remains unclear. From its absorption spectrum it is clear that the pigment absorbs a great part of the sunlight, especially in the most energetic UV-region. However, the processes how melanin protects the skin and dissipates the absorbed energy is still poorly understood.

It has long been said that melanin does not fluoresce, but it was shown that radiative dissipation channels of the absorbed energy represent about 0.1 % for eumelanin and 0.2 % for pheomelanin. Eumelanin has a smooth fluorescence yield spectrum, while pheomelanin exhibits a more structured spectrum. These differences might be a reason to the distinct photo-properties – the spectrally smoother energy dissipation of eumelanin could explain why eumelanin seems to be more photoprotective. Nighswander-Rempel suggested that the similarities between the two polymers are due to the great chemical disorder and the differences could be explained by the way the polymers are structured (length, binding etc…). The Meredith group managed to construct a map of the radiative quantum yield of the melanins as a function of excitation and emission wavelengths. They demonstrated that eu- and pheomelanin have different signal amplitudes, but both exhibit a higher radiative quantum yield in the UV region of the spectrum.

The overall energy dissipation process of melanin is complex – in addition to the excitation energy dependence of the response it has been demonstrated to also depend on the pigment size. This makes comparison between different studies difficult. The fluorescence decays of melanins is multipexponential. Eumelanin emission at 520 nm after 320 nm excitation has been fitted using four exponential lifetimes ranging from 58 ps to 7 ns, but no information on a timescale shorter than 10 ps was provided. Synthetic pheomelanin pigment (no pure pheomelanin polymer exists in nature) shows the same general emission behavior, a nonexponential decay, but pheomelanin 520 nm emission could be fitted using only three lifetimes in the range from 50 ps to 7 ns.38

Transient absorption measurements on both pigments show that excitation of the polymers results in instantaneous appearance of transient absorption spectra displaying several bands. The transient spectrum decays in a few picoseconds to a time independent non-zero value. This demonstrates the formation of a long lived photoproduct. No total ground state recovery could be reached on a nanosecond
timescale.\textsuperscript{41} The decays of the transient absorption spectra of the red and the black melanins are globally identical, and Simon et al. suggest that this similar dynamics, despite some spectral differences, is due to the similar catechol chromophore forming the polymer and that it is the main actor in the energy dissipation process of the pigment.

Photoacoustic calorimetric experiments have shown that more than 90 % of the absorbed photon energy when excited at 527 and 400 nm is dissipated as heat while only 70 % is converted to heat when 264 nm excitation is used.\textsuperscript{42} This observation is in agreement with the higher radiative quantum yield (QY) found in the UV region, and it is explained by the presence of monomeric species, which have a much higher fluorescence QY than the oligomers. Comparison between transient absorption, photoacoustic and emission data have shown that the main relaxation channel is the non-radiative one, and after 20 ps 90 % of the excited pigments have relaxed back to the ground state.\textsuperscript{43} The non-exponential fluorescence decays are indicative of a heterogeneous pigment composition with different components having different excited state dynamics and perhaps different relaxation mechanisms.

The complicated photochemistry of the polymeric pigment and calculations showing that a limited number of monomers can explain the optical properties of melanin, encouraged us to adopt a bottom up approach starting with the study of monomers and going up step by step to the polymer. The thesis describes work on monomers, oligomers and polymers of DHI and DHICA, with the aim to resolve excited state relaxation mechanisms and suggest mechanisms and active species for the excited state dissipation of eumelanin pigments. The results show that excited state proton transfer is a key process controlling the photochemistry and excited state dynamics of these molecules. Depending on solvent, pH and aggregation state of the monomers the timescale of proton transfer varies from sub-ps to nanoseconds. In solution, eumelanin building blocks based on DHI and DHICA have very different relaxation properties and from this work it is concluded that DHICA is critical for providing the very efficient excited state energy dissipation of eumelanin. Already a dimer of DHICA has an excited state relaxation pattern very similar to that of polymeric DHICA. Oligomeric and polymeric DHI in solution, on the other hand, have generally longer excited state lifetimes in the order of ns.

We also studied the excited state dynamics of solid thin films of DHI and DHICA monomers and polymers, as a first step towards a model system for eumelanin in
melanosomes. The experiments show that both DHI and DHICA, in both monomeric and polymeric form, exhibit very short lived excited state decays, on the picosecond or shorter timescale. This is quite different from the situation in solution phase and suggests that additional interactions are present in the solid state where melanin chromophores are densely packed. We believe that our results provide important insights into the photochemistry and photoprotective properties of eumelanin and shed light on the different roles played by DHI and DHICA in UV-energy dissipation.
2- Experimental methods

2.1- Samples

Methanol (MeOH), Sodium phosphate buffer and indole-2-carboxylic acid (ICA) molecule were purchased from Sigma Aldrich with spectroscopic grade when available.

Deuterated buffer was prepared by evaporation of sodium phosphate buffer solution of the desired pH solution and addition of the corresponding volume of D2O (with 98 to 99 % purity).

DHICA, DHI monomer, oligomers and their derivatives were prepared by our collaborator Dr. Alessandro Pezzella from the organic chemistry group in Naples, Italy. Herein we include a brief description of the studied samples. For complete synthesis procedure the reader is kindly asked to refer to the corresponding paper.

The main samples studied for DHI were the monomer and three dimers, 2,2’ 2,4’ and 2,7’ as well as the polymer.

DHICA studies included the monomer, two dimers the 4,4’ and the 4,7’, the 4,4’:7’,4” trimer and the polymer.

Several derivatives have been studied such as the 6-hydroxy-5-methoxyindole (5M6HI), the N-methylated DHI (N-MeDHI).

Paper IV included a serie of DHIs were galactosyl-thio substitution have been performed for synthesis of the used samples described in references 44,45.

2.1.1- Monomers

Briefly, DHICA and DHI synthesis was obtained by biomimetic oxidation from L-dopa as described in 44, 5M6HI was obtained by decarboxylating the corresponding carboxylic acids in decalin2 according to ref. 46; N-MeDHI was prepared by oxidative cyclization of nor-adrenaline.47
The purity of all samples was over 90% and was measured by proton NMR analysis.

### 2.1.2- Oligomers and Homopolymers

The 4,4’ DHICA dimer was obtained from a solution of DHICA in TRIS buffer at pH 8.0 and addition of a solution of CuSO₄. Precipitation of the 4,4’ dimer was obtained after reduction with an excess of sodium borohydride and then by acidification of the filtered solution purity.⁴⁴,⁴⁸

The other DHICA dimer, 4,7’ and 4,4’:7’,4” trimer are obtained by tyrosinase oxidation of DHICA monomer in buffer solution. They are then separated from the reaction mixture first by chemical treatment and then by chromatography. The procedure is described in ref. 48.

DHI dimers (and their acetyl derivatives) are prepared following the procedure in ref. 49. Synthesis is not straightforward and involves successive coupling, cyclization steps and protected o-ethynylaniline intermediates.

Homopolymers in solution were obtained by tyrosinase oxidation of the corresponding monomer in poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) /buffer solution during ~4h:

A solution of DHI or DHICA (10 mg, in 2 ml) in phosphate buffer pH 7.0 was adjusted to pH 8 by equilibration with concentrated ammonia solution. Air was bubbled through the stirred solution up to 4 hours. Before measurements glacial acetic acid was then used to adjust the pH to 7.

### 2.1.3- Film preparation

#### 2.1.3.1- Monomers film

DHI and DHICA thin films were prepared by spin coating; thin films were deposited on quartz substrates. They were obtained from a 30 mg/ml solutions of DHI or DHICA in methanol after filtering through a 0.2 μm nylon membrane, using the following speed gradients: 2000 rpm for 90”; 800 rpm for 10” and 3000 rpm for 60”; 2000 rpm for 60”; and 3000 rpm for 90”.

#### 2.1.3.2- Homopolymers film

The oxidation of DHI or DHICA thin films (100-200 nm thickness) to give the melanin polymer has been achieved by exposure to an oxidizing atmosphere (e.g.
oxygen atmosphere and ammonia vapors). In the general procedure, the appropriate film was incubated in the oxygen/ammonia atmosphere at controlled temperature (25 - 40 °C). The ammonia vapors were produced by equilibration of the atmosphere with ammonia solution (28 % to 7 % NH₃ in H₂O) in a sealed chamber at 1 atm pressure. Exposure times varied in the range of 2 to 18 h. When appropriate the whole spin coating procedure was conducted under oxidation promoting atmosphere.

2.2- Fluorescence spectroscopy

The choice of fluorescence spectroscopy to probe the photoinduced mechanism of melanins seems peculiar since previous studies have demonstrated that melanins have small fluorescence quantum yields. The bottom up approach we performed to get a picture of melanin photodynamics consists in studying building blocks made of rather small aromatics molecules, i.e. indole derivatives. Such conjugated systems are known to have a fair emission signal. Thus, despite the low quantum yield of both melanins and their building blocks, it turned out that fluorescence is the most convenient technique to investigate these spectroscopically complicated systems as it probes signal from the first excited state and does not contain contributions from higher excited states, or from non-emissive intermediates. Moreover, the relatively fast acquisition time of fluorescence spectra makes this technique suitable for the samples studied here, which degrade rapidly in solution and under irradiation. This is especially true for streak camera and Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) measurements.

2.2.1- Fluorescence principle

The emission of light after electronic excitation by photon absorption of a molecule is referred as photoluminescence. Photoluminescence is divided into two categories, fluorescence and phosphorescence.

A schematic representation of the energy absorption and dissipation of a molecule is given by the Joblonski diagram, Figure 2–1. Three states are important to describe the photochemistry of a molecule, the ground state S₀, the first excited state S₁ and the triplet state T₁. An excited molecule M is usually represented as
M*. Higher singlet or triplet excited state can also be displayed, however direct excitation to the S₂, S₃... is usually followed by rapid internal conversion (IC) to S₁ or intersystem crossing (ISC) to the T₁ state. Fluorescence decay mainly represents the relaxation from the S₁ state.

In such a diagram (Figure 2–1), it is assumed that the nuclear geometry of the ground state molecule and the excited one is similar and represents the minimum energy. The difference between the ground and the excited state molecules lies in their electronic configuration and, or spin. As shown in the Jablonski diagram the spins of S₀ and S₁ occupy different orbitals (HOMO, LUMO) and both spins are antiparallel (↑↓) in S₀ and S₁. For the triplet state, in addition to different molecular orbital occupancy the spins are parallel (↑↑).

The term singlet and triplet refer to the multiplicity of the state according to the formula:

\[ M = 2S + 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

With \( S = \sum s_i \) with \( s_i = +\frac{1}{2} \text{ or } -\frac{1}{2} \)

For an electron pair, M is equal to 3 when the spins are of the same sign (have the same direction) and 1 when they are of opposite sign (anti-parallel).

The photophysical process following photon absorption and promoting the system to a singlet excited state can be either radiative or non-radiative. Before describing the electronic radiative and non-radiative process, it is worth noting that electronic excitation is also accompanied by vibrational excitation. The excited system generally reaches a higher vibrational state and one of the first steps is then vibrational relaxation to the lowest vibrational level of the excited electronic state. This is represented by dotted arrow in Figure 2–1. Vibrational relaxation is the main reason to the observed energy difference between the absorption and fluorescence spectra, the so called Stokes shift. Other parameters influencing the Stokes shift are solvent relaxation, excited state reactions, etc. Vibrational relaxation is a non-radiative process.

The radiative processes are:

- Fluorescence, relaxation from S₁ to S₀ accompanied by the emission of a photon
- Phosphorescence, relaxation from T₁ to S₀ with photon emission

Transition from a singlet to a triplet state is forbidden due to the need of spin change, and as a consequence, phosphorescence lifetimes are usually much longer.
than fluorescence ones, typically on the order of milliseconds for phosphorescence and nanoseconds for fluorescence.

The non-radiative processes are:

- Internal conversion (IC) either from a $S_n$ state to $S_{n-1}$, or $T_n$ to $T_{n-1}$ ($n \geq 2$); IC is associated with heat dissipation.
- Intersystem crossing (ISC) from $S_n$ to $T_n$ ($n \geq 1$), or $T_1$ to $S_0$; the energy is also released as heat.

**Figure 2-1:** Jablonski Diagram, solid lines are processes related to absorption and emission of photons. ISC stands for Intersystem Crossing and IC for Internal Conversion. The dotted line represents vibrational relaxation from a high vibrational state to a lower one.

The Jablonski diagram is a good tool to describe the photophysics of a system but it becomes complicated for photochemical processes, where a change in the nuclear geometry happens. For such processes, potential energy surfaces (PES) better illustrate the process; ground and excited states are represented by curves where the minima of the curves along some coordinates illustrate the equilibrium geometry. Figure 2–2 illustrates a PES diagram for the Excited State Intramolecular Proton Transfer (ESIPT) process of DHICA. Excitation at specific wavelength prepares DHICA in the excited state (ES). The ES of the zwitterion
species lies at lower energy than the bottom energy of the excited DHICA. According to this diagram fast ESIPT is expected. This diagram illustrates zwitterion formation of DHICA in acidic solution that we encounter in the study of the eumelanin precursor.

Figure 2-2: Potential energy surface describing ESIPT through a small energy barrier.

To understand the relaxation process, perhaps the most important parameters are the fluorescence lifetime and QY.

The fluorescence QY, $\Phi$ of a system is defined as follows,

$$\Phi = \frac{\text{Number of emitted photons}}{\text{Number of absorbed photons}}$$

(2.2)

Or,

$$\Phi = \frac{k_r}{k_r + k_{nr}}$$

(2.3)

Where $k_r$ is the radiative rate constant and $k_{nr}$ is the total rate constant of all non-radiative processes originating from the $S_1$ state.
The excited state lifetime $\tau$ is defined by

$$\tau = \frac{1}{k_r + k_n} = \frac{1}{k} \quad (2.4)$$

Where $k$ is the total rate constant.

Fluorescence is a first order process and its time dependence can therefore be described by an exponential decay,

$$I_t = I_0 e^{-t/\tau} \quad (2.5)$$

where $I_t$ is the fluorescence intensity at time $t$ and $I_0$ is the initial one.

In our work, the measured fluorescence decays generally represent more than one process and therefore multiple exponential decays were used to fit the data,

$$I_t = \sum_i a_i e^{-t/\tau_i} \quad (2.6)$$

### 2.2.2- Time-resolved Fluorescence techniques

In order to probe the fluorescence emission as a function of time we have used three different techniques adapted to the required time resolution – time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC), fluorescence streak camera (SC) and fluorescence up-conversion (FU). All time-resolved emission measurements present the same general schematic as shown in Figure 2–3. Typically, a ~100 fs laser pulse with high repetition rate is used to excite the sample and it is focused either in reflection or transmission mode into the sample. The emission from the sample is collimated and then focused to a detector.

Our samples have their main absorption band and part of their emission in the UV part of the spectrum. Excitation was performed between 267 and 280 nm. Consequently quartz optics were used to allow UV transmission.

Both TCSPC and SC measurements used the same excitation source, 267-280 nm sub-ps pulses generated by frequency tripling 150 fs Ti:Sa laser (Spectra Physics, Tsunami) pulses (800-840 nm) in a Photop Technologies, TP-2000B, tripler. The Ti:Sa laser operated at 80 MHz repetition rate was pumped by a solid state green laser (Spectra Physics, Millenia). A small fraction of the Ti:Sa oscillator output beam was used to generate the start pulse for the TCSPC or the trigger signal for the streak camera. As depicted in Figure 2–3 the excitation light was focused onto the sample and the emission was collected through a set of collimating lenses and a polariser set at the magic angle 54.7 ° and finally focused onto the detector.
2.2.2.1- Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC)

TCSPC is a highly sensitive technique, which has the advantage of using low intensity excitation and can measure very weak emission signals. However, the temporal resolution is quite limited depending mainly on the detector and the electronics. A resolution of tens of picoseconds has been obtained using a micro-channel plate (MCP) detector but the general resolution is approaching 100 ps.

TCSPC is a statistical method. Its high sensitivity lies in the fact that maximum one photon is detected per excitation pulse. A photodiode detects the excitation pulse which triggers the so called start signal. The excited sample emits a photon which is detected at a certain time after the start pulse. This information is stored in channels corresponding to a definite time range (the number of channels will determine the time increment) to build up a histogram of the detected photons. The principle is illustrated in Figure 2-4. In order to obtain the time information, a ramp voltage is started as the start pulse is detected. The photon is detected at a certain voltage corresponding to the difference between the detected photon and the start pulse.
If more than one photon is detected per excitation pulses, a pile-up effect is observed and the emission decay becomes distorted.

The limiting factors of the temporal resolution is given by the speed of the detector to detect a photon, i.e. the time it takes to convert a photon to an electrical signal. The Instrumental Response Function (IRF) is also broadened by other factors, such as the excitation pulse, the jitter given by the electronic components and the temporal resolution of the channels.

We used band pass filters (10 nm width) from 350 to 550 nm with a 50 nm increment to select the emission spectral region of interest. The emission was detected by an Avalanche PhotoDiode (APD) detector (Micro Photon Devices) and coupled to a PicoHarp 300 from Picoquant for the registration of the pulse histogram. The FWHM obtained for the IRF was about 350 ps.
2.2.2.2- *Streak camera (SC)*

The streak camera has the advantage over many other fluorescence techniques to provide temporal and spectral information simultaneously, which makes the data acquisition relatively fast. A 2D image can be obtained in one excitation pulse for samples with high fluorescence quantum yield. In most measurements, however, a fluorescence image is collected by averaging over millions of excitation pulses, in order to obtain good signal-to-noise. The temporal resolution obtained can reach ~2 ps.

After excitation of the sample the emitted photons are collimated via a set of quartz lenses and then focused on the slit of a spectrograph. The photons then hit a photocathode, where they are converted into photoelectrons. The photoelectrons are first accelerated and then deflected onto a phosphorous screen by sweeping a voltage between two electrodes. Before reaching the phosphorous screen they are amplified by a MCP. The electrons are finally reconverted into photons and the 2D image is recorded by a CCD camera. The principle of the streak camera is illustrated in Figure 2-5.

![Streak tube principle, Figure from Hamamatsu, ‘guide to streak camera’](image)

**Figure 2-5:** Streak tube principle, Figure from Hamamatsu, ‘guide to streak camera’.

The limitation of the time resolution is mainly caused by the trigger jitter which can be quite large and makes averaging complicated for short lifetime measurement.

The streak camera Hamamatsu C6860 was used for our experiments.

2.2.2.3- *Fluorescence Up-conversion (FU)*

The fluorescence up-conversion system, illustrated in Figure 2-6, has the best temporal resolution among the systems mentioned above, on the order of 100 fs.
The only limitation on the time resolution is given by the excitation pulse and the thickness of the non-linear crystal used.

Figure 2-6: Typical fluorescence up conversion set up. SHG/THG, stand for second or third harmonic generation. PMT for photomultiplier detector.

The basic principle of the up-conversion technique is to frequency-mix the fluorescence emission from the sample and a fundamental gate pulse in a non-linear crystal. After mixing, the resulting signal frequency \( \omega_s \) is the sum of the frequencies of the gate pulse \( \omega_g \) and the fluorescence \( \omega_f \) that satisfies the phase matching conditions.

\[
\omega_s = \omega_g + \omega_f
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

The up-converted signal amplitude is proportional to the fluorescence intensity. 800 nm pulses from a mode-locked Ti-Sa laser (MIRA, Coherent) was used to generate the 3\(^{rd}\) harmonic 267 nm excitation pulse. The fluorescence was collected with parabolic mirrors and mixed with the gating pulse in a type I BBO crystal. The gate pulse is sent through an optical delay line and by varying the time-delay between the fluorescence excitation pulse and the gate pulse, the fluorescence intensity as a function of time can be obtained. The detection system consists of a monochromator to select the wavelength and a photomultiplier, which allows photon counting. The phase matching angle of the up conversion crystal is
adjusted as a function of the fluorescence wavelength. Both parallel ($I_\parallel$) and perpendicularly ($I_\perp$) polarized emission signals were measured and the emission at the magic angle ($I_{MA}$) was calculated according to the following equation,

$$I_{MA} = I_\parallel + 2I_\perp$$

Details about the set up used for the experiment are described in reference 51.

The three time-resolved fluorescence techniques used in this work allowed us to record emission decays from the fs timescale up to the nanosecond one. Full spectral information was obtained with streak camera detection, while up-conversion and TCSPC provided supplementary information at selected wavelengths on different timescale.

The fluorescence techniques used for the study of melanins appeared to be efficient and appropriate methods to obtain information about excited state dynamics and photochemistry of these molecules.
3- Excited State Proton Transfer

Proton transfer (PT) has been defined as "the most common reaction in chemistry".\textsuperscript{52} It is a frequent phenomenon in chemistry and particularly in biological systems.

In the ground state (GS), PT is defined as an acid base reaction; according to the pH of the solution and the dissociation constant \(K_a\) the concentration of the protonated and deprotonated species can be defined as follows:

For an acid \(AH\) with dissociation constant \(K_a\):

\[
AH \leftrightarrow A^- + H^+ \quad (3.1)
\]

\[
pH = -\log[H^+] \quad (3.2)
\]

\[
K_a = \frac{[A^-][H^+]}{[AH]} \quad (3.3)
\]

\[
pK_a = -\log K_a \quad (3.4)
\]

\[
pH = pK_a + \log \frac{[A^-]}{[AH]} \quad (3.5)
\]

In the case of a negative \(pK_a\), the majority of the species will be in the ionic form in solution; for example HCl being a strong acid (\(pK_a<0\)) is present in solution in the form of \(H_3O^+\) and \(Cl^-\). For a weak acid, when the \(pK_a\) has a positive value the concentration of the anionic species will be dependent on the pH of the solution as shown in equation (3.5).

Ground state proton transfer (GSPT) is often characterized by a large activation energy barrier and can therefore be a really slow process.

When a molecule is excited to an electronically excited state (ES), some are much stronger acids (also true for some bases) than in the ground state. These molecules
are called photoacids, and their pKₐ in the excited state, pKₐ*, can be characterized by a decrease of several pH units as compared to their GS pKₐ.

Photoacid molecules are typically aromatic molecules possessing an alcohol group like phenol, but excited state proton transfer (ESPT) has also been observed for aromatic amines like 7-Azaindole. ESPT can be divided in two categories: 1) when a molecule possesses a proton donor and a proton acceptor group, the PT happens within the molecule, the process is referred as Excited State Intramolecular Proton Transfer (ESIPT) and the obtained photoproduct is a tautomer. 2) When the acceptor group is either another molecule or the surrounding solvent acting as a base, the process is referred to Excited State Proton Transfer (ESPT).

The acidity enhancement in the excited state can be seen as the consequence of a charge transfer. It was first described by Weller as a charge transfer from the O atom (or the proton donor group) to the ring which makes it a better acid. On the other hand, calculations by Hynes et al. have shown that the anion is stabilized in the ES and makes it a worst base instead of a better acid. In 2003, calculations done by Domcke et al. have shown that the increase of the acidity is due to a non-adiabatic interaction of the ¹ππ* and ¹πσ*. The ¹ππ* potential energy crosses ¹πσ*, which induces a stabilization because of the lower energy and allows the proton to be removed. They observed that the ¹πσ* state has a charge transfer character.

Absorption and fluorescence spectra of photoacid molecules are useful to determine the excited state proton transfer properties. Thus, a red shift of the conjugated base absorption and emission compared to its acid is a signature of ES(I)PT and evidences a stronger acid in the excited state than in the ground state (Figure 3–1). A Förster cycle calculation gives a good approximation of the pKₐ* in the ES. The pKₐ* can be calculated from the fluorescence spectra of the acid and base forms of the studied molecule (equation 3.6). Here, hνₐ and hνₐH are the energies of the electronic transitions between the ground and the excited states of the base and acid forms respectively, R is the gas constant and T the temperature in Kelvin. However, it is important to keep in mind that the obtained pKₐ* should only be taken as an approximate value because many ESPT are competing with other non-radiative processes. Figure 3-1 presents the general scheme of the ESPT; we can see that the proton transfer rate of the forward and backward processes, k⁺, k⁻, are not the only processes involved, but fluorescence and non-radiative dissipation energy from the excited acid and base are also part of the
mechanism. Molecules such as hydroxyarenes also present radical formation from the homolytic breaking of the OH as well as quenching induced by proton transfer. The pK$_a^*$ estimation of hydroxyarenes gives large error because of the numerous parallel non-radiative channels, but it gives a reasonable value for naphthols and phenol derivatives because they present less non-radiative channels.\textsuperscript{60}

\[ \text{Figure 3-1: Excited state relaxation of photoacids. Figure from ref. 60.} \]

\[ pK_{a^*} - pK_a = \frac{h\nu_A - h\nu_{AH}}{2.3RT} \quad (3.6) \]

2-naphthol for example, exhibits a pK$_a^*$ of about 7 units smaller than its GS pK$_a$ (pK$_{a^*}$ = 2.8 while pK$_a$ is 9.5).\textsuperscript{61} The proton transfer energy barrier in the excited state is generally very much decreased compared to the GS barrier and allows fast PT, either through the small energy barrier (barrier tunneling), or through a conical intersection. Sobolewski and Domcke\textsuperscript{59,62} have demonstrated by ab initio calculations that several aromatic molecules undergo a conical intersection in their excited state, allowing proton or hydrogen atom transfer. As an example, phenol-ammonia clusters, according to these calculations, exhibit a potential energy crossing between the $^1\pi\pi^*$ and the $^1\pi\sigma^*$ state, resulting in low activation energy for the proton transfer (Figure 3–2 b). For phenol-water clusters on the other hand, the potential energy crossing is located at a higher energy (Figure 3–2 a), explaining
why ESPT has been experimentally observed for the phenol-ammonia cluster, but not for phenol-water clusters.\textsuperscript{63,64}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3-2.png}
\caption{Calculated Potential energy of phenol-water (a) and phenol-ammonia (b) representing the hydrogen transfer reaction. Figure from ref. 62.}
\end{figure}

For ESPT to solvent, the solvent naturally is a key element for the rate of proton transfer. Since the solvent acts as the proton acceptor (base) a polar solvent will increase the $k_{\text{ESPT}}$ compared to a less polar one. The duality property of water as a moderate proton acceptor, and a strong proton donor makes it an appropriate solvent for proton transfer reaction because water will solvate both the proton and the anion.\textsuperscript{60} Changing solvent from water to alcohol often shows a slow down or a complete stop of the proton transfer. Figure 3–3 shows the influence of water content on the fluorescence emission of 1-propyl-2-naphthol (PN). When the solution contains only MeOH, only the fluorescence band of the neutral species is present around $\sim$360 nm showing that no ESPT happens. When the water content increases a red-shifted band corresponding to the anionic form of PN arises.\textsuperscript{65} This
shows that proton transfer occurs to the water molecules. ESPT to alcohol has been observed for strong photoacids such as 5,8-dicyano-2-naphthol (DCN2), which has a pKₐ* of -4.5.⁶⁰,⁶⁶

For naphthol, the ESPT is guided by pre-existing hydrogen bonds (HB) in the GS, though solvent rearrangement in the ES is often preceding the PT itself. Agmon⁶¹ showed that HBs in the ES provide higher stabilization of the molecule than hydrogen bonds in the GS. Thus, solvent relaxation and rearrangement are important elements in ESPT that can limit the kₚₜ especially for fast ESPT, in particular the solvation of the anion is a key factor. Slower proton transfer reactions, on the other hand, are more influenced by covalent interactions.⁶¹

Isotope substitution usually decreases the kₚₜ, and ESPT is more sensitive to deuterium substitution than ESIPT. Based on the work of Bell⁶⁷,⁶⁸, the proton tunneling through a barrier is evidenced by a large kinetic isotope effect (KIE), as well as a peculiar kₚₜ dependency on temperature (concave Arrhenius plot). A small KIE for ESPT to water shows that the proton transfer is more controlled by hydrogen bonds⁶¹ and less by proton tunneling. In addition, it has been observed⁶⁹ that strong reversibility of the photoacids proton transfer is associated to a KIE = 3.

**Figure 3-3:** Effect of water content in methanol solution on the steady state and time-resolved fluorescence emission, of 1-propyl-2-naphthol (PN). Left panel arrows show the trend of emission upon increasing water content from 10 % to 90 %. Right panel shows the total fluorescence rate constant as a function of water fraction, PN data are represented by the open circles (curve (a)). Figure are from ref. 65.

ESPT depends on many factors, solvent as described above, but also temperature, pressure, deuterium substitution, complex formation, etc. ESPT has been studied for more than half a century and several theories have been developed to explain the role of the solvent in the process. An early model was developed by
Robinson, who demonstrated that in order for the ESPT to happen a cluster of water molecules need to solvate the proton. He showed that the cluster must contain four water molecules for the reaction to occur, but more recently it was shown that the number of water molecules needed to solvate the proton is dependent on the pK$_a^*$ of the photoacid. Pines and Fleming established, as for the proton dissociation in the ground state, a correlation between the rate of the ESPT and the pK$_a$. Agmon and Huppert postulated that the kinetics of the proton transfer reveal the number of hydrogen bonds breaking and forming in the process. Hynes and coworkers developed a Landau-Zener model predicting the rate of PT. This model also takes into account the transition from the adiabatic to the non-adiabatic transition regime of the process. This approach also describes the temperature dependence of the PT rate, but it can give limited results when there is strong interactions with the environment.

The mechanism of the proton transfer is not a one step process; it can be viewed as a serie of elementary processes occurring from the femtosecond to the millisecond timescale. A general picture of the process can be given as follows: the excitation of the molecule is followed by an electronic redistribution leading to the change of pK$_a^*$; hydrogen bonds are rearranged near the proton donor group, which help the proton dissociation; if a barrier is present on the potential energy surface (PES), geminate recombination may occur; and finally quenching of the excited state is observed. Several groups have observed these multiple steps in the proton dissociation process, for example Huppert et al. studied ESPT from 8-hydroxypyrene 1, 3, 6 trisulfonate (HPTS) to water. The following three step process was proposed to explain the whole proton dissociation reaction: the first step is to form a contact ion pair or radical, the 2nd step involves a further dissociation influenced by the solvent and the final 3rd step is the actual dissociation assisted by diffusion. The mechanism is presented in the following equation,
Experiments on photoinduced proton transfer from pyranine to solvent\textsuperscript{78} observed two ultrafast steps before the actual proton transfer step of 87 ps. The authors attributed the first 300 fs step as a fast solvation process of the locally excited state of the acid, then the locally excited state relaxes to an intermediate species in 2.5 ps before the PT happens.

Excited state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) often occurs from an oxygen donor to a nitrogen acceptor, but the acceptor can also be oxygen. Few cases where the acceptor is a carbon atom and the donor a nitrogen have also been observed.\textsuperscript{79} The resulting photoproduct of ESIPT is the corresponding tautomer form of the molecule, and unlike ESPT the product formed is globally neutral. Arnaut defined ESIPT\textsuperscript{79} as the intrinsic proton transfer from the donor to the acceptor. By this definition we understand that the pre-existing HB between the donor and the acceptor group in the ground state is the leading element of the $k_{\text{ESIPT}}$ and the solvent can prevent direct ESIPT and can lead to ESPT. There are many similarities between the ESIPT and ESPT processes. As previously mentioned, the ESIPT reaction also presents a strong red-shift of the tautomer absorption or fluorescence spectrum as compared to the normal species. A fluorescence rise time of the product form and the decay of the original species describe the fluorescence kinetics of the ESIPT. Similarly to ESPT, ESIPT can be really sensitive to the solvent. The environment is a good energetic probe for the overall mechanism of ESIPT.

Zewail et al.\textsuperscript{80} described the process of ESIPT by three types of PES that can be: 1) Barrierless ESIPT 2) tunneling through a low energy barrier and 3) tunneling through a high energy barrier. Depending on the PES the ESIPT can exhibit different responses to solvent and temperature, as well as being characterized by a large range of $k_{\text{ESIPT}}$. The different PES profiles can be examined by deuterium substitution; the presence of a fluorescence band of the normal form is also a signature of an energy barrier between the two species.

Methyl salicylate (MS) is an example of barrierless ESIPT. Deuterium substitution has no effect on the kinetics and the rate of the proton transfer has been observed to be as fast as 60 fs by Zewail et al.\textsuperscript{80}, which makes this ESIPT reaction much faster than ESPT. The barrierless process is evidenced by the absence of a KIE, as well as the absence of the fluorescence band of the normal species. Tunneling through a barrier is associated with a KIE, since tunneling is sensitive to mass change. The absence of emission from the original excited state species is generally a sign of a favorable process with a low energy barrier.
hydroxyphenyl)-5-phenyloxazole (HPPO) has a $k_{\text{ESIPT}}$ of $(220 \text{ fs})^{-1}$, and only the fluorescence of the tautomer species is detectable. Its PES is an asymmetric double well and a strong pre-existing hydrogen bond in the GS can be a reason for the fast $k_{\text{ESIPT}}$. The intervention of polar solvent able to create hydrogen bonds with the proton donor group can change the ESIPT into localized ESPT, and allow the observation of the normal fluorescence. Fluorescence of both species is often observed for slow ESIPT, and evidences the presence of a rather large barrier.

To close the cycle of the ESPT reaction, the last expected step is the recombination. In time-resolved fluorescence measurements recombination shows up as a long non-exponential tail on the order of ns. GS recovery can be reached through either recombination (eq. 3.7) - homogeneous or geminate - or a quenching reaction (eq. 3.8). Homogenous recombination is the result of recombination with the proton of the surrounding solvent while geminate recombination occurs with the same transferred proton.

$$\text{R}^\ast\text{O}^- + \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{R}^\ast\text{OH} \quad (3.7)$$

$$\text{R}^\ast\text{O}^- + \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{ROH} \quad (3.8)$$

Weller has first shown the homogenous reversibility of ESPT by fluorescence titration, Laws and Brands performed time-resolved measurements at low pH on 2-naphthol and found a bi-exponential decay, attributed to the backward reaction. Webb et al. proposed a back reaction with the dissociated proton and the part of the molecule where the electron density is the highest. This reaction would lead to a fast recovery of the acid GS. Recombination at neutral pH can occur with the geminate proton and usually happens within nanoseconds after the proton ejection and is a non-exponential process. Non-exponential fluorescence on the long timescale is a signature of geminate recombination. Agmon et al. have developed a diffusion based model to describe the excited state geminate recombination. They have shown that in the general case when the acid and the base have different lifetimes, and when the excited acid decays faster than the base (most common for ESPT to solvent), the base is the form with highest ES concentration. Diffusion has time to take place and the obtained decay is not exponential but follows an asymptote in the long range time of $t^{3/2}$.

All these studies demonstrate that excited state proton transfer reactions are complicated and are not yet fully understood. ESPT/ESIPT are multistep processes controlled by both intramolecular and intermolecular properties and processes.
Though the process is a common chemical reaction it is difficult to paint a general picture of the mechanism. Excited state proton transfers are the main relaxation process of several aromatic molecules of chemical or biological relevance, containing an alcohol group. We believe our work demonstrates that ESPT/ESIPT is the main UV photoprotection and dissipation channel for eumelanin and its building blocks, as it will be discussed in the next chapters.
4- From Eumelanin Monomers to Polymer

The main difficulty in the study of the melanin pigment is its chemical heterogeneity and the loss of solubility in aqueous solvent going from monomer to polymer. The solubility issue will be addressed in the second part with the oligomers study. The chemical heterogeneity is bypassed by the study of synthetic samples and the bottom up approach from monomer to polymer of one building block. This method allows us to identify the specific contribution of each eumelanin constituents and to reconstruct the optical properties step by step.

4.1- Monomers

The first part of this chapter focuses on the monomers study in solution.

Eumelanin is made from indole derivatives. Indole has been extensively studied over years. It is the main chromophore of tryptophan, an important molecule used to investigate the protein function. As simple as the indole structure is, its photochemistry is complicated and relies on several processes. Indole absorbs around 280 nm and emits around 340 nm. Its spectral properties are highly sensitive to the environment, especially to the solvent polarity.

UV-excitation of indole results in a series of processes, ranging from ionization and intersystem crossing to radical cation formation accompanied by solvated electron in aqueous solvent.

To understand the mechanisms and products of UV-excitation of the eumelanin pigment we have studied three different indole derivatives monomers, ICA, DHICA and DHI (refer to Figures 4–6 and 1–2 for the structures). As described earlier, DHICA and DHI are the two mains precursors of eumelanin. Their photochemistry is essential to understand the functionality of each precursor and why DHICA seems to be the prevalent motif of natural eumelanin. The study of
ICA helps us give insight into the process involving carboxyl groups in the UV deactivation process.

4.1.1- Paper I: Photochemistry of ICA

One of the most fundamental building blocks of eumelanin is the DHICA molecule; photoprotection properties of DHICA are believed to be stronger than of DHI. The main difference between the two molecules is the presence of the carboxyl group in the C2 position of DHICA. In order to investigate the role of the carboxyl group in eumelanin, \textit{ab initio} calculations and experiments were combined to get a picture of the photochemistry of indole-2-carboxylic acid (ICA) in aqueous solution, since ICA contains the least number of functional groups compared to DHI and DHICA.

ICA was studied in acidic and neutral conditions to compare the anionic and the neutral forms of the molecule, referred as ICA-A and ICA-N, respectively. The pK\textsubscript{a} of the carboxyl group was measured to be 3.69, meaning that at pH 7, 99 % of the molecules are anions. At pH 2.5, 94 % are fully protonated, and the remaining 6 % are in the anionic form. The \textit{ab initio} calculation included three water molecules to simulate the solvent environment. Due to the possible hydrogen bonds formed with the molecule, three water molecules were determined to be the minimum to describe the solvent effects. The two oxygen atoms from the carboxyl group as well as the nitrogen atoms of the NH group are the three possible atoms to be involved in hydrogen bonding as either acceptor or donor of a proton.

4.1.1.1- Anionic species studied at pH 7

The absorption spectrum of ICA-A exhibits one minor band around 4.1 eV, a main one at 4.32 eV and strong absorption above 5 eV, Figure 4-2. The fluorescence spectrum has a main band at 3.62 eV and a minor one at 3.1 eV, Figure 4-1 (A). The presence of the 3.62 eV band, both in the fluorescence spectrum of ICA-N and ICA-A is an indication that this band belongs to the ICA-A, 6 % of the anionic form is present at pH 2.5. Only one fluorescence lifetime of 4.9 ns was measured throughout the emission wavelengths, Figure 4-1 (B).

In the ground state, several stable A-keto forms were calculated, differing from each other through the position of the water molecules. One of these geometries is lower in energy by 0.1-0.2 eV than the rest and taken as the ground state
equilibrium geometry. In the excited state (ES), two stable minima are computed the $1\pi\pi^*(A\text{-keto})$ with the proton positioned on the indole nitrogen, and the $1\pi\sigma^*(A\text{-enol})$ with the proton on the carboxyl group. The A-enol is energetically favored by approximately 0.1 eV.

The transition energies calculated for the A-keto form indicate that the 4.1 eV band is due to the transition $S_0 \rightarrow S_2$, the 4.32 eV transition corresponds to the $S_0 \rightarrow S_3$ transition, and the bands above 5 eV are due to transitions to higher singlet states.

Direct excitation of the ground state A-keto form through the $S_2$ or $S_3$ transitions leads to internal conversion to the lowest $1\pi\pi^*(A\text{-keto})$ state. The $1\pi\sigma^*$ state of the A-enol form positioned just below the $S_1(\pi\pi^*)$ state of the A-keto form suggests the possibility of ESIPT from the indole to the carboxylic group.

The calculations also predict strong emission from the $1\pi\pi^*(A\text{-keto})$ state at 3.78 eV, in good agreement with the 3.62 eV fluorescence found experimentally; the small difference between calculated and experimental values is most likely due to the 0.3 eV overestimate usually present in the calculations.99

The fluorescence lifetimes measured experimentally indicate that the ESIPT probably occurs on the nanoseconds timescale, suggesting that this dissipation channel is a minor one. The weak emission band at 3.1 eV could come from relaxation from $1\pi\sigma^*(A\text{-enol})$ state.

Schematic of the ES mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4–1 (right panel).
Figure 4-1: Left panel, graph (A) shows the experimental steady state fluorescence spectrum of ICA in pH 7 phosphate buffer (Black) together with its spectral fit (Grey). Graph (B) shows the time-resolved kinetic traces of ICA in pH 7 buffer solution at different energies. Inset presents the time trace recorded at 3.5 eV, the fit results in a 4.9 ns decay. Right panel shows the calculated energy levels of ICA-A together with indicated ground and excited state processes.

4.1.1.2- Neutral Species studied at pH 2.5

The absorption spectrum of ICA-N (in pH 2.5) is red shifted compared to that of ICA-A (in pH 7), Figure 4–2. The maximum optical density of ICA-N is at 4.25 eV and the steady state fluorescence measurement shows two bands one at 3.62 eV, as earlier mentioned attributed to the 6 % of ICA-A and a second more intense at 3.04 eV that must originate from ICA-N, Figure 4–3 (A). The

Figure 4-2: Absorption spectra of ICA-N (in pH 2.5, dashed line) and ICA-A (in pH 7, solid line).
proportion of the two emission bands shows that the radiative decay is not the main dissipation channel for ICA-N, since the band attributed at ICA-A is much more intense than expected for the small 6 % fraction of the species in the GS. Time-resolved fluorescence measured two decay times, one in the blue side of the emission spectrum of 4.9 ns, which confirmed that the 3.62 eV band is the same as the one present in ICA-A. The lifetime extracted on the red side of the spectrum is 1.6 ns and assigned to ICA-N, Figure 4–3 (B).

Unlike ICA-A, ICA-N is predicted to have two stable ground state species, S0(N-cis) and S0(N-trans), Figure 4–3 right panel. They are protonated at both the indole nitrogen and the carboxyl group and the torsion angle of the carboxylic acid group has a 180° different twist relative to the indole plane. The two lowest transitions to the S1 and the S2 states of the cis and trans forms are predicted to have quite similar energies, which results in strongly overlapping absorption spectra. The transition to S2 is predicted to have a higher oscillator strength; thus the weak red edge of the absorption band is attributed to the S0ÆS1 transition and the main absorption to S0ÆS2. Like for ICA-A, the absorption above 5 eV is expected to come from higher excited state.

The fluorescence emission from the cis and the trans excited states both are of 1\(\pi\pi^*\) character and fluorescence measurement cannot distinguish them due to their very similar energy. The values found for the emission are slightly different from the experimental observation; they are a bit more overestimated than the expected 0.3 eV from the systematic error in calculation. Running different computational methods showed that the differences arise from solvent properties.

The 1.6 ns fluorescence lifetime of ICA-N, considerably shorter than the 4.9 ns of ICA-A, suggests that a radiationless process on the nanosecond timescale is competing with radiative decay of the lowest excited states of the cis and trans forms. The calculations indicate that this radiationless process could be the first step of a full or partial ESIPT of the carboxylic acid proton towards the indole nitrogen.

Schematic diagram of the relaxation process is illustrated in Figure 4–3, right panel.
4.1.1.3- Conclusion Paper I

The combination of computational and experimental work was useful to understand the photochemistry after UV absorption of ICA. It is interesting to note that as expected for indole molecules, ICA is highly sensitive to pH and the carboxyl group has an important function in the photochemistry of the molecule. The UV-dissipation channel is mainly radiative for the ICA-A form, but largely non-radiative for the ICA-N form.

4.1.2- Paper II: DHICA

In comparison to ICA, DHICA possesses three groups which can exist in protonated or deprotonated state, a carboxylic acid group at C2 and two OH groups at C5 and C6 (for numbering see DHI Figure 4–10), their pKₐ were measured to be 4.25, 13.2 and 9.76 respectively. Previous studies on DHICA have shown that the molecule is sensitive to solvent – according to the pKₐ, different species will be present depending on the pH. Studies at pH 7 and pH 2.5 have shown that UV-absorption leads to different relaxation processes. At pH
7, were the main ground state species is the anionic form of DHICA (the carboxyl group is deprotonated) long fluorescence lifetimes were measured, 1.6 ns at the blue side and 2.4 ns at the red side of the fluorescence spectrum, Figure 4–6 (A). These lifetimes were attributed to the relaxation of the anionic species and to a complex formation involving DHICA and the buffer salts, respectively. In the work presented in paper II, we demonstrated that these ns lifetimes are in fact the result of a slow ESPT from the hydroxyl group to the solvent and relaxation of a photoproduct.

Previous work at pH 2.5, where the molecule is mainly in its fully protonated form showed that UV-absorption leads to the formation of a red-shifted zwitterionic species relaxing back to the ground state with a time constant of 240 ps. The zwitterion was believed to be formed via ESIPT in a sub-picosecond timescale, but the PT rate was not determined and the relaxation from the original ES was not observed with the used streak camera technique. Here we resolve the ultrafast ESIPT with the help of fluorescence up-conversion and we demonstrate the participation of solvent molecules in the proton transfer mechanism. As predicted by the previous studies of DHICA this process is indeed in the sub-ps time range.

The first step of the work in this paper was to identify the species present in a large pH range. Band analysis of the steady state absorption and fluorescence spectra was used to achieve this. The number of species present was further confirmed by time-resolved fluorescence measurements. The red shifted band of the zwitterion species was identified at 450 nm (Figure 4–4 blue curve) and present in a pH range were the neutral DHICA exists in the ground state and as known from earlier studies has a lifetime of 240 ps. At high pH a red shifted band with maximum at 416 nm is attributed to the double anion of DHICA (DHICA$^{2-}$), Figure 4–4 red curve. As expected from the pK$_a$ of the carboxyl

![Figure 4-4: DHICA steady state absorption (dashed lines) and fluorescence (solid lines) spectra in pH 1, 7, 11 and methanol, blue, green, red and black curves respectively. Main species present at pH 1 is the neutral DHICA form, the ground state species at pH 7 is mainly the DHICA$^{-}$, and the GS species at pH 11 is mainly the DHICA$^{2-}$.](image-url)
group the main species present in the pH range 1 to 11 is the monoanion; its fluorescence emission maximum is at ~ 380 nm, Figure 4–4 green curve. DHICA in MeOH has a single fluorescence band with a maximum peaking at 360 nm and a lifetime of 3.5 ns, Figure 4–4 black curve.

4.1.2.1- Neutral DHICA

The occurrence of the DHICA zwitterion strongly suggests the ESIPT reaction initiated by UV-absorption. Fluorescence up-conversion (FU) measurements on DHICA at pH 2.5 exhibit an ultrafast decay. The main part of this decay can be fitted with a 300 fs component (Figure 4–5 (A)), but it also contains a minor 1-ps component, as well as a constant component attributed to the 240-ps zwitterionic fluorescence decay measured with the streak camera. In MeOH no such fast decay is present. The fluorescence profile shows a rather long relaxation of 3.5 ns (Figure 4–5 (B)) accompanied with a weak ps component. We observed the corresponding ps rise on the red side of the emission spectrum. This kind of behavior is typical for excited state solvation dynamics, and the lifetime corresponds to the value found in literature for MeOH. We believed the ps decay in aqueous solution is also a signature of solvation dynamics; Fleming and Pines, for instance, showed that solvation dynamics in water typically occurs on the 1-10 ps timescale.

We attribute the 300 fs decay to the ESIPT process where a proton is transferred from the carboxylic acid group to the indole nitrogen. The experiments show that water molecules are needed in order for the process to happen, thus we can consider the process as a solvent assisted ESIPT; in that respect it resembles the type of proton transfer in some proteins mediated by a solvent wire from a donor to an acceptor group. It seems that intramolecular HBs are important to get a rapid and efficient transfer. The ESIPT could also be viewed as similar to that in substituted naphthol studied by Tolbert and coworkers, who showed the importance of HBs with the water solvent for ESPT to happen.

Schematic representation of the relaxation process of neutral DHICA is illustrated in the right panel of Figure 4–5. The lifetimes and the emission wavelengths associated to the different species are also indicated.

These observations are also in agreement with the calculations performed for ICA-N where ESIPT seems to be possible with the presence of a water molecule.
Figure 4-5: Left Panel, graph (A) displays the emission decay of DHICA in pH 2.5 at 380 nm emission wavelength together with its fit, giving a 300 fs lifetime. Graph (B) shows the measured emission decays of DHICA in pure water at 350 nm (blue) and the emission decay traces of DHICA in methanol recorded between 400 and 550 nm (black to grey scale). The fits (red traces) resulted in a lifetime of 1.6 ns and 3.5 ns in water and MeOH respectively. Right panel presents neutral DHICA excited state relaxation scheme after UV excitation in acidic condition. Lifetimes and emission wavelengths for the different species are also indicated.

4.1.2.2- Monoanion DHICA

The previous work at neutral pH suggested a complex formation with the buffer salts as explanation to a 2.4 ns fluorescence lifetime of DHICA -. However, it is known that buffer can favor ESPT reactions to the solvent. Moreover, as described above, calculations performed by the Meredith group suggest proton transfer from the OH groups to the solvent. The nanosecond timescale decays observed are typical for ESPT to solvent for medium strengths photoacids such as naphthol. Such photoacids usually exhibit proton transfer in aqueous solution, but not in alcohols. Time-resolved fluorescence measurements of DHICA in water/MeOH mixtures, in the blue side of the emission spectrum shows a fluorescence decay dependent on the MeOH concentration. The observed fluorescence lifetime goes from 3.5 ns in neat MeOH to 1.6 ns in neat water (Figure 4–5 (B)). FU measurements also show a 1-ps decay attributed to solvation dynamic as for DHICA at pH 2.5. We believe the solvent dependence and the presence of the double anion species at lower pH strongly support the ESPT to solvent as the main channel for UV-absorption dissipation and that ESPT stops, or significantly slows down in MeOH.
The ESPT results in the formation of DHICA\(^{2-}\). The double anion emits at 500 nm and has a lifetime of 2.4 ns, Figure 4–6 (A).

The 1.6 ns decay measured for DHICA\(^{-}\) at pH 7 (Figure 4–6 (A)) represents the sum of the relaxation from the original ES back to ground state, as well as the proton transfer. Assuming that the intrinsic relaxation lifetime of DHICA\(^{-}\) in water is the same as in MeOH we can determine the \(k_{\text{ESPT}}\) to be \((2.5 \text{ ns})^{-1}\).

Moreover a Förster cycle calculation predicts a \(\Delta pK_a = 5\); thus, DHICA is not a strong photoacid. The rate of the ESPT is of the same order of magnitude as previous ESPT rates observed for similar molecules. Similar measurements performed on ICA, where the two hydroxyl groups are missing, also support the ESPT mechanism since ICA in different water/MeOH contents do not show any solvent dependence of the 400 nm emission decay, Figure 4–6 (B).

A scheme of the relaxation pathways of DHICA\(^{-}\) the lifetimes and emission wavelengths associated to the different species involed is presented in Figure 4–6 right panel.

**Figure 4-6:** Left panel, graph (A) shows the emission decays of DHICA\(^{-}\) in pH 7 measured at 350 nm (black curve) and 500 nm (grey curve) together with their fits (red curves) resulting in 1.6 ns and 2.4 ns lifetimes, respectively. Graph (B) shows the emission decays of ICA in different Water/MeOH mixtures recorded at 400 nm. Right panel illustrates DHICA\(^{-}\) excited state relaxation pathways after UV excitation.
4.1.2.3- Conclusion Paper II

The work presented in paper II demonstrates excited state intramolecular proton transfer from COOH to NH for neutral DHICA, and shows that the process is ultrafast with a time constant of \( \sim 300 \text{ fs} \). The anionic form of DHICA also relaxes through an excited state proton transfer process, but in this case excited state proton transfer to the solvent on a much slower timescale.

4.1.3- Paper III: DHI

DHI is the least studied of the two main eumelanin building blocks, mainly due to its degradation in aqueous solution enhanced by light exposure. Because DHI does not possess the carboxyl group, its occurrence at epidermis pH is believed to be mainly protonated in GS. Previous time-resolved pump probe experiments showed that the deactivation mechanism after UV-absorption is characterized by two relaxation channels, a nanosecond one believed to be ESPT, and a faster one 100-ps process attributed to cation radical formation.\(^{107}\) Calculations in the gas phase performed by Sobolewsky et al.\(^{108}\) suggested that a stable photoproduct with a strong absorption in the visible region is formed after UV-excitation. The photoproduct is the consequence of a hydrogen transfer from the OH group at C5 to the carbon C4 (for numbering see Figure 4). The migration of the H-atom initiates a fast tautomerization of the molecule in the excited state.

The new investigation of DHI presented here brings evidence of an ESPT channel as the main excited state dissipation mechanism. The mechanism was proved by the measurement of DHI in water/methanol mixtures and of DHI in deuterated buffer. The analysis of two DHI derivatives also adds information on the relative contributions of the two OH groups to the overall ESPT process.

An excitation wavelength dependence of the fluorescence is revealed, and by comparison to emission measured for well characterized DHI-dimers, assigned to dimers and higher oligomers of DHI formed as a photoproduct in the course of measurements.

In the experiments, steady state absorption and fluorescence were measured and two absorption bands defined the absorption profile of DHI in buffer, Figure 4–7 (A). The fluorescence spectrum presents two bands with excitation wavelength dependent intensities: when the excitation is below 320 nm the main emission band is at 340 nm and when the \( \lambda_{\text{exc}} > 320 \text{ nm} \) the main emission is a broad band.
peaking at 380 nm. Emission decay of the blue band was measured to be \( \sim 110 \) ps and the red band has a lifetime of \( \sim 1.6 \) ns, Figure 4-7 (B).

![Graph showing steady state absorption and fluorescence spectra](image)

**Figure 4-7:** Graph (A) shows steady state absorption (dashed line) and fluorescence spectra upon 267 nm (black solid line) and 330 nm excitation (grey line) of DHI in pH 7 phosphate buffer. Graph (B) shows the fluorescence kinetics of DHI at pH 7 and 340 nm (black curve) and 500 nm (grey curve) detection upon 280 nm excitation, together with fits resulting in 110 ps and 1.6 ns lifetimes.

### 4.1.3.1- Evidence of the ESPT

As for DHICA\(^{-}\) experiments in water/MeOH solvent mixtures show a strong dependence of the emission decay rate on water concentration, going from \( \sim 103 \) ps in neat water to \( \sim 2.2 \) ns in neat MeOH, Figure 4–8.

The similar behavior of DHI and DHICA\(^{-}\) strongly suggests ESPT as one of the relaxation channel, and that ESPT stops in alcohol solution. However, the observed ESPT in DHI is much faster than that of DHICA. Quantum chemical calculations helped to rationalize the observed difference between DHI and DHICA. The calculations show a much higher energy barrier for ESPT of the complex DHICA\(^{-}\)/water than for DHI/water, 0.73 and 0.44 eV respectively. Both DHICA/MeOH and DHI/MeOH have a rather high energy barrier, 0.78 and 0.53 eV respectively, explaining the

![Graph showing emission kinetics](image)

**Figure 4-8:** 350 nm emission decays of DHI in different water/MeOH mixtures together with their fit decreasing from 2.2 ns in neat MeOH to 0.1 ns in neat water.
inhibition of the proton transfer in methanol. As expected for an ESPT reaction, DHI in pD 7 exhibits a slower decay than DHI in pH 7 (Figure 4–9 (A)), a KIE of 3 is observed, a typical value for a reversible proton transfer reaction.

We believe that the experiments as well as the calculations show that absorbed UV-energy by DHI, similarly to DHICA\(^-\), is dissipated through ESPT to solvent. The pK\(_a\)* is difficult to measure because the spectrum is disturbed with the red shifted emission, that we attribute to a degradation product. We can assume that the ΔpK\(_a\)* is at least of the same order of magnitude as for DHICA\(^-\) (about 5), or larger taking into account the much shorter emission lifetime of DHI compared to DHICA\(^-\). The study of two DHI derivatives helped us to assign the active groups in the proton transfer mechanism.

4.1.3.2- Groups involved in the ESPT

Previous calculations\(^{108}\) in the gas phase presented a model where the hydrogen of the hydroxyl group in C5 position was the main actor after UV-absorption. If the hydrogen in C5 is the main actor of the ESPT we expect to see large differences in the fluorescence measurement of the 5M6HI derivative (structure is plotted in graph (B) of Figure 4–9), where the hydrogen of the C5-OH group has been replaced by a methyl group. The experiments show that the fluorescence response of the derivative is similar to that of DHI. Both have a decay on the 100-ps timescale in buffer, which slows down to ~3 ns in methanol, Figure 4–9 (B). The KIE is ~ 3 for both molecules. We believed that 5M6HI also undergoes ESPT after excitation. The lifetime of 5M6HI is slightly longer than for DHI, 160 ps vs. 103 ps. If we assume that the intrinsic relaxation lifetime of 5M6HI is the same as the lifetime obtained in MeOH, we can deduce the ESPT rate to be 5.9x10\(^9\) s\(^{-1}\). The similar absorption and fluorescence steady state spectra of DHI and 5M6HI suggest that the light induced species are essentially the same. The difference in the excited state decay between DHI and 5M6HI and the similar pK\(_a\) values of the two hydroxyl groups, suggest that both OH groups are involved in the ESPT for DHI. Assuming that the k\(_{ESPT}\) for the C6-OH in DHI is the same as for 5M6HI the k\(_{ESPT}\) from the C5-OH is estimated to be 3x10\(^9\) s\(^{-1}\).

As discussed above, the blue side of the DHI emission was identified to be due to ESPT (Figure 4–9 right panel presents the ESPT channels). In the last part of paper III we show that the red band emission is due to degradation of DHI and formation of dimers and higher aggregates.
4.1.3.3 - Red band emission

During the measurements in MeOH and for the DHI derivative (5M6HI) we observed that the emission at 380 nm was less pronounced than for DHI in buffer. The methylation of the OH-group at the C5 position is known to inhibit polymerization at C4, which is one of the favorable spots for dimerization. We also observed that the intensity of the 380-nm band tends to increase with time and irradiation. All this made us believe that the red band fluorescence is the signature of DHI impurities or degradation.

Comparison of the 380-nm DHI emission, steady state and time-resolved, with that of DHI dimers and polymer shows that both spectral position and lifetime coincide really well. DHI dimers emit around 380 nm and have a ns lifetime. Moreover, measurement in the extreme red part of the emission spectrum shows a 3-ns decay, similar to that observed for a DHI polymer. Additional proof of DHI oxidation and dimer formation, is the result for the derivative N-MeDHI. It was shown in the paper that methylation of the indole nitrogen does not have a great effect on the photochemistry of DHI. It shows similar behavior, but different excited state lifetime, attributed to the different electron density due to the methyl group on the N-atom. Like for DHI the red-shifted emission of N-MeDHI is spectrally and temporally similar to that observed for the corresponding dimer (contrary to DHI, NMe-DHI only has one possible dimer configuration).
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**Figure 4-9**: Left panel, Graph (A) shows the emission decays of DHI in both pH 7 (blue) and pD 7 (green) measured at 350 nm together with their fits resulting in 103 ps and 292 ps lifetimes, respectively. Graph (B) shows emission traces of the derivative 5M6HI in pH 7 (blue), in pD 7
(green) and in MeOH (red) at 350 nm. The lifetimes obtained after fitting are 160 ps, 470 ps and 2.8 ns respectively. Right panel, DHI excited state relaxation mechanism after UV excitation.

4.1.3.4- Conclusion Paper III

This work is the first to experimentally observe ESPT for DHI in solution. We have evidence that the main channel of excited state decay is ESPT, and that both hydroxyl groups are involved in the process. In addition the excitation wavelength dependence and the red emission band were explained to be due to oxidation products of DHI in solution.

4.1.4- Monomers Conclusion

The UV-absorption dissipation mechanism was studied by steady state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy of the two main eumelanin building blocks. As expected for indoles their photochemistry is strongly dependent on the environment. We have shown that the main dissipation channel in aqueous solution is excited state proton transfer and excited state intramolecular proton transfer. Though both molecules present the same excited state relaxation process, the timescale of the UV deactivation is different. At low pH where DHICA is in its neutral form with the carboxylic acid group protonated, ultrafast fluorescence up-conversion measurements showed that a solvent mediated ESIPT from the COOH group to the NH group occurs with a time constant of 300 fs. At epidermis pH between 4 and 6, DHICA and DHICA$^-$ are expected to be present, while DHI is found in its protonated form. Both molecules are medium strength photoacids with rather slow nanosecond timescale $k_{ESPT}$ in aqueous solution. The absence of ESPT in alcohol solution supports the medium range $pK_a$* as well as the need of hydrogen bonding with water molecules already in the ground state. The much faster rate of ESPT from the hydroxyl groups of DHI compared to DHICA$^-$ suggests that the $pK_a$* might be smaller for DHI than DHICA$^-$, i.e. that DHI in the excited state is a stronger photoacid than DHICA$^-$. The work on the monomers is a basis for understanding the photochemistry of the larger oligomers.
4.2- Oligomers and Polymer

The study of synthetic or natural polymers and oligomers in solution is rather complicated due to the loss of solubility when the chain elongates. Already from the dimer level we observed a poor solubility for both DHI and DHICA. The polymer forms aggregates difficult to dissolve in solution. In order to study eumelanin in aqueous solution a solubilization method had to be developed. Paper IV compares two methods to address this issue, in addition to study the optical properties of DHI dimers and polymer. Paper V presents results on the photochemistry of DHICA oligomers and polymer. These results show the strength of the bottom up approach to facilitate the pigment study, and has allowed us to obtain a picture of the efficient photoprotection processes of the black eumelanin pigment. We also present the first preliminary results of excited state properties of synthetic eumelanin films. The films could be considered to be closer to the eumelanin pigment found in melanosomes of the skin than an aqueous solution of an eumelanin polymer, since films contain molecule/polymer agglomerates.

4.2.1- Paper IV: DHI dimers and polymer excited state properties

The poor solubility as well as the chemical disorder of eumelanin are main difficulties for the spectroscopic study of eumelanin. To overcome these difficulties, one method is to study the synthetic building blocks of the polymer and to synthetize oligomers and polymers out of the pure monomer. We can obtain homo-oligomers and polymer where the specific functionality of each unit in the whole melanin pigment can be determined. The aggregation and the precipitation in solution are more problematic. Herein we compare two solubilization methods. The DHI monomer and dimers, still soluble in buffer, are compared with monomer and dimers modified according to the two solubility methods.

The first solubilization method uses a buffer containing poly(vinyl alcohol) PVA at low concentration. The presence of PVA inhibits the interaction between the molecules and thus stops the aggregation. The second method is to add a sugar group at position 3 of the DHI molecule (for structure see Figure 4–10). This method is referred to as a galactosyl-thio substitution since the substituent possesses a sulfur group as the linker. The resulting polymer is soluble in aqueous solution with optical properties similar to eumelanin. The samples from this
method will be referred to with the prefix gal, i.e. gal-DHI refers to the DHI monomer with a galactosyl-thio substitution at position 3. Polymerization with these two methods generates a similar dark soluble pigment containing free radical and similar optoelectronic character like the natural eumelanin.\textsuperscript{110}

This study also gives us the opportunity to measure steady state optical properties and time-resolved fluorescence for DHI dimers and polymer for the first time.

**Figure 4-10:** Structure of DHI and its derivatives, monomers and dimers, used for this study.

4.2.1.1- Steady state fluorescence measurements

**Monomers**

DHI in buffer and DHI in buffer/PVA present the same steady state characteristics two emission bands, a dominating one around 340 nm and a minor one around 380
nm. The gal-DHI in buffer is different although two emission bands are still distinguishable, but now the long-wavelength band is the dominating one; the whole spectrum is shifted to lower energy, Figure 4-11 (A).

**Figure 4-11:** Steady state fluorescence spectra of (A) DHI and gal-DHI monomers and (B) DHI and gal-DHI 2,7’ dimers in buffer and PVA/buffer.

*Dimers*

The global behavior of the dimers in buffer, buffer/PVA and the gal-dimers series are comparable. All show a very much reduced intensity of the high energy band present in the monomer spectrum and a red-shift of maxima compared to the DHI monomer, Figure 4-11 (B).

*Polymers*

The absorption properties of both the gal-DHI series and DHI polymers in buffer and buffer/PVA are not significantly different. The main differences are observed in their emission spectra. It should also be noticed that PVA has a non-negligible scattering contribution in the blue part of the spectrum. As mentioned above, a DHI-polymer is not soluble in buffer solution, but comparison of the fluorescence spectra of DHI-polymer in

**Figure 4-12:** Steady state fluorescence spectra of DHI polymer in PVA/buffer, gal-DHI polymer in buffer and in PVA/buffer.
buffer/PVA and gal-DHI polymer shows that the spectra are similar and the emission intensity of the gal-DHI polymer is somewhat higher than for the polymer in buffer/PVA, Figure 4–12. In general the total emission intensity has decreased compared to the dimer emission. The sugar substitution, especially the presence of the sulfur group probably changes the electronic density of the indole core and the excited state dynamic is therefore altered compared to the DHI reference. Steady state optical measurements seem to demonstrate that PVA is a more appropriate method to solubilize DHI dimers and polymers, minimizing the spectral changes caused by the solubilization.

4.2.1.2- Time-resolved fluorescence measurements

The time-resolved fluorescence measurements suggest similar properties of DHI in buffer and DHI in buffer/PVA, Figure 4–13. As expected from the steady state spectra, the experimental data on the gal-series give different excited state dynamics. The sugar groups seems to reduce the interaction between the oligomer sub-units and give more monomer-like fluorescence kinetics Figure 4–13 (C). The obtained lifetimes for the fluorescence decays of DHI in buffer and for DHI in buffer/PVA are very similar, exhibiting a fast ~100 ps and slow ~1.7 ns decay, Figure 4–13 (A) and (B).

DHI dimers show mono or bi-exponential fluorescence decay on the nanosecond timescale. The coupling of two DHI units together seems to efficiently reduce the rate of excited state decay. The three dimers in buffer solution have quite similar fluorescence decays; the 2,7’ and the 2,2’ (for structure refer to Figure 4–10) are fitted with a 960 ps and 1.3 ns single exponential lifetime, respectively,
Figure 4–14 (A), (B). The fluorescence decay of the 2,4’ dimmer required a low amplitude of a 150 ps lifetime in addition to the dominating 1.5 ns one, Figure 4–14 (D). Experiment on the same molecules but in buffer/PVA resulted in very similar lifetimes Figure 4–14 (C). As already mentioned above, the gal-dimers shows fluorescence kinetics more reminiscent of that for monomer DHI, Figure 4–14 (E) and (F). The 2,4’ and 2,7’ dimers present a short lifetime component on the blue side of their spectra on the order of 100 ps, and a longer one on the red-side of 760 and 620 ps. We interpret this difference as a result of reduced DHI-DHI interaction by the bulky sugar group, which make the dimers behave more as two non-interacting monomers.

**Figure 4-14:** Time-resolved fluorescence traces of DHI dimers and derivatives in buffer or PVA/buffer upon 280 nm excitation, together with their fits. DHI 2,7’, 2,2’ and 2,4’ dimer in buffer are displayed in (A), (B) and (D) respectively. DHI 2,7’ dimer in PVA/buffer is shown in (C) and the gal-DHI 2,7’ and 2,4’ dimers in buffer are presented in (E) and (F), respectively.
Both polymers in buffer/PVA and the gal-DHI polymer display a complex excited state decay from the ps to the ns timescale, Figure 4–15. While the polymer in buffer/PVA has the signature of a multiple species photochemical process with short lived (<100 ps) species in the high energy side of the spectrum and long lived component (1.6 to 3 ns) in the low energy region, the gal-DHI polymer exhibits a similar decay as its dimers, but with more of the ns component.

4.2.1.3- Conclusion Paper IV

Our measurements show without doubt that the best way to solubilize the polymer in aqueous solution is to use a PVA based solvent. The PVA only slightly affects the excited state dynamics. The galactosyl-thio substitution is an interesting approach, which does not seem to be optimal for the study of the unperturbed excited state, but this method can give some insight into the excited state dynamics by influencing the electron cloud. In addition this paper is the first one to reveal the optical properties of the three main dimers arising from DHI and the homopolymer. It is important to note that fast relaxation observed for DHI seems to slow down by increasing the length of the chain. This is consistent with the belief that DHI-based pigments have less photoprotective properties than DHICA – the long lived excited state species could be the explanation.

**Figure 4-15:** Time-resolved fluorescence traces DHI polymer in PVA/buffer (A-B) and gal-DHI polymer in buffer (C) upon 280 nm excitation, together with their fits. Graph (A) displays emission wavelengths from 340 nm to 400 nm, and graph (B) displays emission wavelength from 420 nm to 500 nm.
4.2.2- Paper V: DHICA oligomers - efficient photoprotection against UV light

As described above DHICA is an essential component of the eumelanin polymer. In vitro synthesis is found to yield larger proportions of DHI-based pigment than pigments having DHICA as building blocks, but it was observed that in vivo, DHICA accounts for at least 50 % of the polymer composition.20

Here we present the photochemical processes following UV-absorption by DHICA oligomers and polymer. Two differently connected dimers, a trimer and the polymer were studied using streak camera and fluorescence up-conversion time-resolved fluorescence. With the same methods applied for the DHICA monomer and the DHI units, the samples were studied under acidic and neutral condition in order to control the ground state population. Methanol was also used to observe the solvent effect on the dissipation mechanism.

Steady state absorption maxima of the DHICA oligomers present a red-shift with chain elongation. As for the monomer a red shift is observed in acidic condition compared to the neutral one. The absorption bands of the oligomers show approximately the same width as the monomer. The covalent bond between the monomer units suggest free rotation between the monomer units, resulting in a large range of configurations. The polymer absorption spectrum is similar to the dimers, but a featureless red shoulder resembling the absorption spectrum of eumelanin is present.

The first striking observation from the time-resolved fluorescence measurements is the ultrafast decay obtained at neutral condition (pH 7), Figure 4–17 (A). While the monomer presents a long emission lifetime on the nanosecond timescale, for the dimers almost all the emission has decayed after a picosecond. The measured lifetime is 300 fs –1000 fold faster than the monomer decay at pH 7. The polymer at pH 7 also presents a very fast decay of 190 fs. Measurements in D₂O do not show a significant KIE. The second main observation is that the 4,4’ and 4.7’ dimers have very similar fluorescence decays.

Figure 4–16: Structure of DHICA dimers used for this study.
Structures of the dimers is shown in Figure 4–16. Obviously, the excited state decay is not sensitive to the exact mode of monomer-monomer coupling. Measurements in acidic solution also show a faster decay rate for the dimers than for the monomer, 190 fs for the dimers as compared to 300 fs for the monomer, Figure 4–17 (B).

The experiments in neutral condition show that covalent bonding opens up a new energy dissipation channel. Though the energy dissipation time is much faster than for the monomer, we conclude that ESPT seems to be the main mechanism of excited state decay. Before we could assign the ultrafast excited state decay of DHICA dimers, oligomers and polymer to an ESPT process, two other relaxation mechanisms had to be considered, conformational dynamics and exciton dynamics. Experiments in different solvents rule out the conformational dynamics mechanism. Conformational changes are expected to be highly dependent on solvent viscosity, the more viscous the solvent the slower the excited state decay. We do not observe this, on contrary we observed a much slower decay rate in methanol (~10 ps) compared to aqueous solution (~200 fs). In the case of exciton dynamics, the absorption spectra of the dimers compared to the monomer do not support this mechanism as being responsible of the fast decay observed in the fluorescence measurements. If strong exciton interactions, leading to ultrafast exciton relaxation, would be present, the absorption spectra should present a blue-shift instead of the observed red-shifts, due to the sandwich configuration of the transition dipole moments of the monomer units. In addition the flexibility of the bond between the two units would cause a broadening of the absorption band, which is not observed.
All this led us to conclude that ESPT is the main mechanism responsible for the ultrafast sub-ps excited state decay in dimers, oligomers and polymer of DHICA. In acidic condition we believed that as for the monomer, dimers have an ESIPT from the COOH to the NH group. This is supported by the presence of a red shifted emission band above 420 nm (like for the monomer), with a lifetime of ~140 ps, Figure 4–18. We attributed this band to the zwitterion photoproduct of the ESIPT, similar to the one observed in the relaxation mechanism of the DHICA monomer at pH 2.5. At pH 7 we demonstrated that the monomer undergoes a slow ESPT from the OH groups to the solvent, which lead to the double anion photoproduct. The photoproduct was shown to have a relaxation time of 2.4 ns. For the dimers and upward oligomers, we believe that ESPT is also the mechanism of excited state decay, but the ESPT is very much accelerated as
compared to the monomer. We suggest that the higher ESPT rate for the dimers and higher oligomers is a result of a proton cage formed by the hydroxyl groups of the surrounding DHICA units and the solvent, similar to what was suggested for substituted 2-naphthols by Tolbert et al.\textsuperscript{94} Another explanation could be the formation of a proton wire as observed for the green fluorescent protein.\textsuperscript{111,112} Both models demonstrated that a network of pre-existing hydrogen bonds can give rise to fast and very efficient proton transfer.

Our results did not show any red-shifted fluorescence that could be attributed to the proton transfer photoproduct. This leads to two possible conclusions: either the photoproduct is formed in the ground state, or decays very rapidly via internal conversion. The proposed proton cage or wire would lead to an efficient solvation of the proton (and therefore fast ESPT), as well as an efficient recombination of the ground state species. Fluorescence steady state measurements at basic pH of the dimers, where the carboxyl and the hydroxyl groups are deprotonated, present weak fluorescence signal not observed at neutral condition. This is an indication of the hydroxyl group participation in the excited state relaxation. The mechanism proposed for the dimer is also valid for the polymer since the measured dynamics is very similar, only slightly more rapid. The experiments demonstrate the importance of the solvent in the dissipation process, since we see that in methanol the excited state decay is slowed down to 10 ps. This is probably due to the poorer proton accepting capacity of methanol compared to water.

\textbf{4.2.4.1- Conclusion Paper V}

Now taking all observations together, we conclude that two types of excited state proton transfer are active in eumelanin, causing efficient UV-dissipation. ESIPT from COOH to NH assisted by water molecules, and ESPT from the hydroxyl groups with the help of a proton accepting cage formed by OH groups from other DHICA subunits and water molecules. This results in an ultrafast ESIPT $+$ ESPT with a rate of (200 fs)$^{-1}$. Compared to the DHI homopolymer, the DHICA polymer is much more efficient to dissipate the harmful energy of UV-light.

\textbf{4.2.3- DHI and DHICA thin films}

In the melanosome melanins exist in the form of an aggregate, close to the solid state. In order to get some insight into the properties of solid state melanin and its relation to solution structure, we have performed preliminary experiments on thin
film samples of DHI and DHICA monomers and polymers deposed on a quartz substrate. In addition, the study of films overcomes the solubility problem and makes it easy to study different derivatives. The samples contain a low amount of water and the molecules are closely stacked. DHI and DHICA monomers deposited on a quartz substrate have emission decays much faster than in solution; after 100 ps there is no longer any emission detectable. The DHI films have a response faster than 3 ps and we have not been able to fully resolve the emission decay from either the monomer or the polymer with the streak camera. On the other hand, for DHICA the fluorescence decays are somewhat slower and can be resolved with the streak camera. For both monomer and polymer samples the fluorescence decays are emission wavelength dependent. For the DHICA monomer, the fluorescence was measured between 380 nm to 580 nm and a short, < 3 ps lifetime was observed on the blue side of the emission spectrum and a longer, 42 ps one on the red side, Figure 4–19. For the polymer DHICA approximately the same lifetimes were obtained, but the intensity of the red emission is lower compared to the monomer.

![Figure 4-19](image)

**Figure 4-19:** Time-resolved fluorescence traces of DHICA film, monomer (left panel) and polymer (right panel) upon 280 nm excitation measured bewteen 380 nm and 580 nm (purple to green), together with their exponential fits (black). Two lifetimes were obtained 3 ps and 42 ps for the monomer and 3 ps and 32 ps for the polymer.

We also performed measurements on films of three derivatives of DHICA with either of the proton donating groups substituted with methyl groups inhibiting proton transfer to an aqueous solvent; ICA where the hydroxyl groups are missing, the methyl ester of DHICA, where the hydrogen of the carboxyl group is replaced by a methyl and finally the per-methylated ester, where the two hydrogens of the hydroxyl groups as well as the hydrogen of the carboxyl are replaced by methyl
groups. The time-resolved fluorescence measurements performed on these three films exhibit complex non-exponential emission decays. Similarly to DHI and DHICA monomers and polymers, fast few tens of picoseconds decays are observed on the blue side of the fluorescence spectrum and longer hundreds of picoseconds decay on the red side. Thus, although the proton transfer capability of these substituted DHICA monomers have been reduced or eliminated, fast fluorescence decays are observed in the solid state. This, along with the very short lifetimes of the DHI and DHICA monomer and polymer films suggests that in the solid state, which may mimic the conditions in the melanosome, there are interactions and relaxation pathways not present in the solution phase. What these processes are is not clear at the moment and are topics of future investigations.

4.2.4- Polymer Conclusion

The spectroscopic study of the two solubilizing methods, PVA and gal-substitution, allowed us to find a method to make eumelanin building blocks with poor solubility, soluble in aqueous solution, without too much affecting the dynamics of the samples. The solvent mixture buffer/PVA allowed us to study oligomers and polymers in solution without strong influence on the photochemistry of the sample. We have shown that DHI and DHICA in solution and in film have different properties. DHICA oligomers and polymer efficiently dissipate UV excited state energy by ESPT/ESIPT assisted by water molecules in solution. In the solid state, DHICA monomers and polymer also exhibit efficient excited state deactivation, but the mechanisms remain to be established. In solution DHI oligomers and polymers present rather long excited state lifetimes which makes them more likely to be involved in formation of reactive species and harmful reactions, which could eventually lead to tissue damage. DHI in the solid state, dissipates excited state energy even more efficiently than DHICA, but also here the mechanisms remain to be established.
5- Conclusion and Future Work

By a bottom-up approach we have been able to differentiate the properties of the two eumelanin building blocks DHI and DHICA and to understand the role of the aggregation state for their photochemical properties. DHICA in solution has a very efficient excited state deactivation, especially in its polymer form. Efficient Excited State Proton Transfer assisted by water molecules, from either the carboxyl group to the nitrogen, or from the hydroxyl groups to the solvent allows relaxation of the molecules to their ground state in a few picoseconds. The double ESPT/ESIPT channels for excited state energy dissipation results in a robust mechanism for efficient photoprotection.

For DHI in solution, the excited state relaxation pathways are similar to those of anionic DHICA, controlled by ESPT from the hydroxyl groups. The polymer, however, shows opposite properties – the DHI homo-polymer has a much longer nanosecond lifetime, possibly leading to phototoxic channels that could lead to melanoma. When the building blocks are deposited as a thin solid film, forming tight aggregation, this difference between DHI and DHICA essentially disappears. Both pigments exhibit short picosecond timescale excited state lifetimes; thin films of DHI in fact have even shorter fluorescence lifetimes than films of DHICA. The fact that DHI and DHICA oligomers and polymers both in solution and the solid state, jointly provide very efficient excited state deactivation, could be Nature’s strategy to “by all means” achieve efficient photoprotection against the harmful effects of UV-light.

We have made important progress in the understanding of photochemical mechanisms of eumelanin and its building blocks in solution, and we have identified excited state proton transfer as important mechanisms for excited state energy dissipation. However, in melanosomes the aggregation state and pigment environment may be closer to the solid state than solution. Therefore, study of eumelanin in the solid state is an important future direction of melanin research. Our first preliminary results shows that additional processes come into play in comparison to the solution case. Extending these studies to e.g. other techniques
and modified building blocks will hopefully provide more insights into the relaxation mechanisms present in the solid state. Finally, the calculations performed on ICA, DHI and DHICA\(^{-}\), show that this is a valuable complement to the experimental work that can provide additional insight into relaxation mechanisms. Future calculations will hopefully help to shed light into the origin of the very fast excited state decays of DHICA oligomers and the solid state samples.
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